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Author, Professor, with Alan Dershowitz – A Video Conversation

I Want Him on My Side:
Music: Fa Nye Mama by Madárka.

Introduction to Alan Dershowitz: 1:25 min. Photo: Raymond Elman.

1:39 min.

SELF-CONFIDENCE:
CRITICAL THINKING:
PERSEVERANCE FURTHERS:
ACHIEVEMENT:
STRONG DRIVE FOR
PERSONAL BRAND:
CREATES A UNIQUE
EXPOSURE TO BROAD
VALUES EDUCATION:
LEVERAGES NETWORKS:
INSIGHTFUL:
INSIGHT & INSPIRATION:
INFLUENCES:
EXPOSURE TO BROAD

Trials of Zion, a novel which has been called "a thought-provoking page turner;" Rights From Wrong; The Case For Israel; The Case For Peace; Blasphemy; Preemption; Finding Jefferson; and Shouting Fire.

Dershowitz's most recent book is titled Abraham: The World's First (But Certainly Not Last) Jewish Lawyer.